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A comprehensive menu of Mi Chola from Coroico covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Mi Chola:
we had dinner here last night and it was spectacular! Gourmet food with traditional Bolivian ingredients. we had
the 4-course menu that included 2 “Snacks”, 1 Entree, 2 netzen and a desert per person. the menu is fixed, but
they have made vegetarian alternatives for me and meat for my partner. the whole cost 265 boliviennos, which

also contain a few drinks. highly recommended for those who want to taste Bolivian cuis... read more. What User
doesn't like about Mi Chola:

This restaurant gets 5/5 for creativity, ambiance, presentation and service. I appreciate the artwork and effort that
went into creating beautiful dishes but I came to appease and satisfy my tastebuds and the dishes I had during
my visit, fell short of that goal. Perhaps more effort should be spent on taste vs appearance. I will admit dessert
was lovely but I was still hungry when I left. read more. Mi Chola from Coroico is a good option for a bar if you

want to have a drink after work and sit with friends or alone, The light and healthy meals on the menu also rate
among the favorite dishes of the guests. Look forward to the enjoyment of delicious vegetarian meals, The

magical desserts of the restaurant also shine not only on children's plates and in children's eyes.
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:30 -15:00 19:00-22:00
Tuesday 12:30 -15:00 19:00-22:00
Wednesday 12:30 -15:00 19:00-
22:00
Thursday 12:30 -15:00 19:00-22:00
Friday 12:30 -15:00 19:00-22:00
Saturday 12:30 -15:00 19:00-21:30
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